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Abstract—Software language identification techniques are applicable to many situations from universal IDE support to legacy code analysis. Most widely used heuristics are based on software artefact metadata such as file extensions or on grammar-based text analysis such as keyword search. In this paper we propose to use statistical language models from the natural language processing field such as n-grams, skip-grams, multinomial naïve Bayes and normalised compression distance. Our preliminary experiments show that some of these models used as classifiers can achieve high precision and recall and can be used to properly identify language families, languages and even deal with embedded code fragments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Software language identification (SLI) is a problem of determining correctly which software language was a source code fragment written in. (We use “code” to deliberately limit ourselves to textual sequential representations of software artefacts. If they happen to be purely graphical, some parsing in a broad sense [1] in the form of image/object recognition [2], [3] must happen first to lift their perception to the structural level, at which point we can use canonical or even ad hoc representation of such “parsed” structures).

Example scenarios of SLI application include:

- **IDE support**: syntax highlighting, code completion, deployment environments, refactoring, etc. Many IDEs offer such support for several different languages, and SLI can help choosing which environment variant to use.
- **Code interaction** as the developer-artefact interface can be affected by the language, determining simple things like what should happen when an Enter key is pressed, as well as more global issues like aiding code navigation.
- **Reverse engineering** a legacy code base, written in an unknown language or a collection of languages, has at some point to step up beyond simple language-agnostic methods to heavyweight reverse engineering activities, most of which are fundamentally language-specific.
- **Code search in unstructured data** such as legacy documentation, email archives, blogosphere, discussion boards, wiki-websites, can be optimised if code fragments are reliably identified and classified into languages.

Following Conway’s law, heuristics that use SLI for the purpose of keyword highlighting often are implemented as thresholded statistical keyword counters (prone to misclassifying domain terms); file storing versioning system managers focus on file extensions (limited: does a .h file contain C or C++ code? Is a .pl file written in Perl or Prolog?); and grammarware-based approaches rarely step beyond attempts to parse everything available with anything that fits (slow and inapplicable to program fragments). Some of these heuristics are computationally heavy, others are unreliably imprecise, and none ever work on small embedded code fragments. In this paper, we investigate whether natural language identification techniques are applicable to software language identification.

Natural language identification is a large and well explored field of natural language processing with many different approaches [4], [5]. In the next section we present a set of SLI methods which are used against one another in the section after that. With the dataset collected, the question which classification method is the best for classifying source code, can be answered. We also look at what other information can be gained from this data and find clusters in software languages, which can show which languages are alike and may belong to the same family. The dataset can help to determine what method is the best at identifying a specific language. It can also be used to find the best method between two specific languages, which could be very helpful if we are in a domain that is limited to a selection of languages — like web pages, which usually only contain HTML, CSS and JavaScript. Finally, we try to determine if it is possible to correctly classify a piece of embedded code (e.g., HTML within PHP; CSS within HTML; any other language within Markdown).

Instead of comparing all natural language identification methods, we will look at the most commonly used ones that do not require any specific knowledge of features of the languages. This means that these methods work with only the training data and no additional information. This is a very limiting requirement since many gains can be obtained from comment information, indentation, alphabets, quoting rules, escaping policies or by applying supervised learning. We also leave out particularly complex and heavy computational methods like Support Vector Machines (SVM), since they are usually highly customisable and require substantial research on good feature selection.
II. LANGUAGE IDENTIFICATION METHODS

Five language models will be compared among themselves: Naïve Bayes, n-grams with Good-Turing discounting, n-grams with Kneser-Ney discounting, n-grams with Witten-Bell discounting, the skip-gram language model and a Normalized Compression Distance model. Each of these models can have varying parameters: n-gram size (only for the models using n-grams), tokeniser (all language models except for NCD), size of the training set [6] and if out of vocabulary (OoV) words are weighted or skipped (only the SRILM models).

**Multinominal Naïve Bayes (MNB)** is a well-known classifier, a simple and easy to implement method, still giving very good results [4], [7]. MNB finds the probability of a document \(d\) belonging to a certain class \(c\) by:

\[
P(c|d) = P(c) \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(x_i|c)
\]

\[
P(x_i|c) = \frac{\text{freq}(x_i, c) + 1}{\sum_{x \in V} \text{freq}(x, c) + |V|}
\]

where \(n\) is the number of all the features in the document; freq gives the frequency of \(x\) in class \(c\); \(V\) is the vocabulary of all classes. To avoid a zero probability in case of not occurring feature, Laplace smoothing is used.

Naïve Bayes classifiers assume that all features are independent of each other, but for classifying software languages some feature dependency can be important. For example, the word “system” occurs often in both Java and C#, but the combination of “system”, “out” and “println” will almost never appear in C#, while it is standard in Java. To cover these possible dependencies this implementation of MNB uses the frequencies of word n-grams, with a length of one to five words, as the features, instead of the characters or words that are typically used in MNB [8].

**N-gram language model** is used to predict the probability of a n-gram in a language. More specifically, it predicts the next word after a sequence of words. By using these probabilities, one can calculate the probability that a document \(d\) belongs to a certain class \(c\):

\[
P(c|d) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} P(w_i|w_{i-n+1}^{i-1})
\]

\[
P(w_i|w_{i-n+1}^{i-1}) = \frac{\text{freq}(w_{i-n+1}^{i-1}, w_i)}{\text{freq}(w_{i-n+1}^{i-1})}
\]

where freq gives the frequency of the n-gram in the class.

Since training data is finite, it is very likely that some n-grams will occur in a document are not seen in the training data. These n-grams will cause the above model to assign a probability of zero to the document. These zero-probability n-grams need to be changed to ensure an accurate probability can be calculated. This is done by smoothing. Smoothing changes zero-probabilities and other low probabilities by redistributing some probability of high probabilities. There are different kinds of smoothing techniques; Good-Turing, Modified Kneser-Ney and Witten-Bell were used [9].

Smoothing gives probabilities to n-grams of which the smaller n-grams have occurred in the training data. Words that do not occur in the training data require a different approach. These out of vocabulary (OoV) words can either be skipped or get assigned a probability. Skipping OoV words does not calculate the probability for any OoV word. Assigning a probability is done by changing the first occurrence of each word in the training data to a special <unk> token. The language model will then have a unified probability for unknown words.

The n-gram language models were implemented with the SRILM tool [10].

**Skip-gram** is a variant of n-grams with one or more words “skipped” [11]. For example, `private int x` would form a skip-gram like `{`private`,x}`, causing it to also match `private string x`. The skip-gram language model was also implemented with the SRILM tool.

**Normalized Compression Distance** is a relatively new technique primarily created for clustering [12]. By compressing two files separately and combined, the NCD can show the similarity between the files. The NCD between two files is calculated by:

\[
\text{NCD}(x,y) = \frac{C(x,y) - \min(C(x),C(y))}{\max(C(x),C(y))}
\]

where \(C\) gives the size of the file after compression. The resulting number is the similarity score; lower scores mean more similar files. In this implementation all training files of a language are concatenated, this combined file is then used to compare each test file with NCD using a compressor. The language that scores the lowest NCD is the most likely language. The compressors tested were GZip and ZLib.

Two tokenisers were used: alpha-numerical and all-symbols. Alpha-numerical only tokenises alpha-numerical characters separated by whitespace; it discards all kinds of punctuation and uses it to slice up the character stream into tokens. All-symbols tokenises all characters separated by whitespace. Also both tokenisers had the option of keeping uppercase and lowercase letters or converting all characters to lowercase.

III. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS

All the test data and training data for the classifiers are source code files. The source code files were selected from GitHub. Since GitHub already determines the programming language a project is written in, the files were already organised per programming language. Three data sets were created. One set for testing, containing 4000 (200 per language) source code files and two sets for training, small and large, containing 200 (10 per language) and 10000 (500 per language) files respectively. The source code files were collected from multiple GitHub projects. For obvious reasons, none of the projects used in the test data set were used in either of the training sets. To keep the amount of data per language equal each file had to be between 5 and 10kb.

As traditional for natural language identification research, we have used the \(F_1\) measure for ranking:
of each classifier could be rated for each language combination. The results are shown in Figure 3.3.

### A. Classifiers Comparison

In total all the classifiers and their varying parameters resulted in 348 different methods. The $F_1$ measure of each of them can be seen on Figure 1. Many perform adequately, but the classifier with the highest $F_1$ measure is Modified Kneser-Ney discounting using the all-symbols tokeniser, n-grams with a maximum size of three, the large training set and skipping OoV words. This classifier had a recall of 0.969 and a precision of 0.969 resulting in an $F_1$ measure of 0.969, much better than anticipated. The results also clearly show that, with almost all classifiers, having a larger dataset yields better results: only 2 out of 174 classifiers (GZip NCD and ZLib NCD) gave slightly higher $F_1$ with a small dataset, but they were not competitive with alternatives in all other aspects.

### B. Best Classifier per Language

If the problem is limited to identifying one specific language, we can advise to use the classifier that was especially good for that language and not on average: the accuracy is upwards of 0.975 with C++ (0.865) as the worst case outlier.

$$F_1 = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}$$
Table 3.3: Percentage of files classified as a certain language with F1 measure higher than 0.9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>C#</th>
<th>C++</th>
<th>CSS</th>
<th>Java</th>
<th>JavaScript-C</th>
<th>PHP</th>
<th>Perl</th>
<th>Python</th>
<th>Ruby</th>
<th>Scala</th>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>XML</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C#</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C++</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clojure</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Go</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haskell</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaScript</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lua</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHP</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perl</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruby</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scala</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheme</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XML</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
Percentage of files classified as a certain language with F1 measure higher than 0.9.

C. Best Classifer per Language Combination

More interestingly, we can look into what classifiers that are best capable of differentiating between two languages, because there are groups that are particularly easy to mix up, and distinguishing between, say, C and C++ or HTML and XML is a realistic application scenario. By only analysing language identification results for pairs of languages, we run the experiments for each pair of languages, calculated precision and recall and combined those ranks in Table I.

D. Viability of Reasonable Classifiers

There are a couple of particularly weak classifiers in our set that blindly classified everything as Java or everything as Objective C — we exclude them from the final analysis, setting the threshold at F1 > 0.9. Table II shows the percentages of files which software language they were able to identify correctly. As we can see, the results are rather promising except for C and C++, which are mistaken for each other quite often (15% of the time). Together with the fact that there were languages that were never mistaken for one another, this hints at the existence of families of related software languages.

E. Software Language Families

Table III shows all classifiers with a F1 measure higher than 0.9 and uses the top five languages a file is predicted to belong to. With this method many possible relationships can be seen: e.g., Java seems to be related to C#, C++ and Scala. Also JavaScript is ranked highly among almost every language.

F. Detecting Embedded Software Languages

To detect which piece of code belongs to what software language within a document, we used the “best classifer per language combination” to try to find JavaScript snippets in HTML files collected from big websites, and checked results automatically obtained using the Naive Bayes classifier, with n-grams of length 1 and the all-symbols lower case tokeniser (which was the best at differentiating JavaScript and HTML in subsection III-C). Our preliminary experiment on 3605 lines of HTML resulted in 3187 lines classified correctly, which gives an accuracy of 0.88. The actual language of a line was determined by looking at the tags and the tag its content in that line. If more than half of the line consisted of <script> tags and <script> content, the line was classified as JavaScript, otherwise the line was classified as HTML.

IV. Related Work

Computer scientists have been fascinated by what they can learn from natural linguistics for a long time [13]. Combining natural language processing, information retrieval and software analysis is promising [14], even though still underexplored.

The most usual place to find natural language processing methods in software engineering is requirements engineering: there have been uncitably many papers, luckily with some surveys available [15], [16]. Somewhat closer to our topic, there have been several reports on successful near-clone detection in natural language artefacts such as defect reports [17], [18].

Blosseville et al. combine natural language analysis and statistical analysis to design a system of supervised learning that classifies project descriptions [19]. If our approach is combined with theirs, it could be possible to improve SLI accuracy further by switching to semi-automation (supervision).

Nakamura et al. propose to facilitate understanding of graphical software models by annotating them with links to concepts known from a given vocabulary as well as other natural language artefacts [20]. Unfortunately they do not propose any automation strategy which naturally limits the usefulness of their solution to forward engineering.

SLI can be seen as a very specific form of fact extraction, recovering only one extremely trivial fact (what is the language?) yet applied on such an early stage that nothing else can be achieved until this fact is settled. Thus, we treat
fact/concept extraction with natural language techniques as related work [21], [22]. One step farther lie other techniques that use extracting identifiers, literals and comments and leveraging them to improve software maintenance tools without performing fact/concept extraction in a strict sense [23]. It is also possible to generate natural language summaries of related code fragments once their identification was completed using static code analysis [24], [25], but nobody seems to have been able yet to connect the two ends and apply numerous natural language summarisation techniques directly to code.

One of the experiments most closely related to our project was performed by Merten et al. last year: combining white space tokenisation, text heuristics and agglomerative hierarchical clustering, they were able to tell natural text from code \( F_1 = 0.84 \) [26]. Their notion of “code” was very similar to ours, covering actual code fragments but also log files and stack traces. We see our contribution as complementary to theirs as we essentially focus on refining this classification as identifying language families within code and then languages within language families. Interestingly, judging from techniques’ accuracy, automatic identification of software language families within code is easier than identification of code within unstructured data, but harder than identification of software languages within families.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented early results of researching the applicability and viability of SLI with methods available in natural language identification. 348 different classifiers were obtained from variations of lightweight natural language methods and compared on a modest size corpus of 20 languages (per language we had 109-150 test projects and 146-272 training projects). While results on smaller training sets were close from variations of lightweight natural language methods and considering in the scope of software language reverse engineering. In the future we plan to run more convincing experiments positioning best NLP-based methods among other approaches to SLI, highlighting corner cases of pairs of software languages commonly confused by one family of methods but not by the other. We also expect certain types of software (e.g., compiler sources) to confuse many methods. False positives and false negatives should be inspected manually to determine causes for misclassification, possibly followed by recalibration of the chosen classifier.

We also consider extending the set of chosen methods (including SVMs which perform very well for natural languages) as well as the training set (covering software language variants, versions and dialects).
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